"Disease control with Tersan® OM has been excellent. You know what you’re getting when you open a bag of Tersan® OM and you can depend on good results."

"During the summer months," Superintendent Howard McCarty continues, "I am on a four to five-day spray schedule and even though we get heavy play, applications of Tersan® OM do not interfere with traffic on the course. Golfers can follow immediately after an application of Tersan® OM without fear of discoloration to golf balls and other golf equipment."

Golf course superintendents throughout the country know from experience that they can rely on Du Pont Tersan® OM turf fungicide for an effective preventive disease program. Tersan® OM, a thiram-organic mercury combination, offers time-proven prevention and control of Large Brown Patch, Dollar Spot and other major turf diseases. It has a large safety factor under all conditions...gives long-term residual protection.

To supply turf with nitrogen, apply new SPRAYABLE Uramite® ureaform fertilizer...a formulation that can be easily suspended in water for spray applications and offers all the benefits of granular Uramite®.

For full information on dependable Du Pont Turf Products, consult your golf course supplier...your service agency.

With any chemical, follow labeling instructions and warnings carefully.

Better Things for Better Living... through Chemistry
The long and the short of it

Is the golf sock a limited apparel item? Not according to Joseph Friedman, owner of States Hand Knit Crafts, New York City.

"Uncle Joe", as most of his friends call him, started back in 1913 when he introduced his American-made over-the-knee stocking to go with the then—prevailing fashion—knickers. Previously, practically all these stockings were imported from abroad.

His next innovation was the argyle ankle sock which was marketed under several names. This caused quite a stir at the time, as the conservative male was then accustomed to wearing either knee-length hose or calf-length stockings supported by garters!

At the same time he invented the ped, a diminutive instep comforter for women, which is still a big seller today.

While dabbling in semi-retirement, he found a real captive audience for socks by selling Softouch Golfsx and Golfpeds directly and exclusively to pro shops.

Uncle Joe’s hose is produced in sixty different styles. For women the peds come with hand-crocheted edges, tassels or pompons. For both men and women, cashmeres, knee-highs, short socks, half socks, sized and stretch socks. And for the ultimate in status — socks featuring the club emblem!
Listen... to the world's quietest gasoline golf car.

The revolutionary 1967 Harley-Davidson is 50% quieter than any other car - 63 decibels. That's quieter than the average human voice. The transmission, drive shaft and universal joints have been removed; the engine is mounted at the rear axle. Vibration is reduced. DYNASTART remains (it's impossible to leave the engine idling). Call the dealer who can prove that, gas or electric "...a real pro always comes through." Harley-Davidson Motor Co., Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Harley-Davidson
ing (use of hot water in the winter and cold water in the summer).

A flagstone walk contours the outside of the clubhouse and extends around the 35x100 cloverleaf-patterned pool. Plans call for a glass enclosure around the pool connecting with the clubhouse for winter swimming. The enclosure will be heated with gas infra-red heating.

In charge of all of this, is Lee Blauner, the club manager, who has had 23 years’ experience in initiating and managing such clubs as Rye Wood, Rye, N.Y., Pine Country Club of New Jersey, Westwood, N.J., and many more.

Lee will have a staff of 16 to 18 persons working under him at the clubhouse. These include a housekeeper and three maids upstairs, two housemen for inside maintenance, two bartenders, two locker room attendants, a lifeguard-swimming instructor, a maitre d’ and waitresses as needed, a chef, assistant chef, kitchenman, salaman and dishwasher. The majority of these people will be employed on a 12-month basis.

This staff will service a membership of 300 people and their guests. Currently, over 200 members have signed up, and it looks like the club will have a full quota in the very near future.

In fact, when Lee Blauner was asked how the room accommodation situation was going to work, he stated that it “looks like we won’t have any room available. As it is, some of the members who in the past used to rent summer cottages in the area, have booked permanent reservations at the club for the entire summer season instead of renting summer cottages.” Other members have taken rooms for the season for weekends only.

Lee seems to have worked out a smooth plan for running the clubhouse that will offer as many modern conveniences and comforts to the members with the least
Now you've really got things stacked against summer turf disease

Here are your three best programs for control of all major summer turf diseases. Just pick one—any one—and start spraying now!

**New KROMA-CLOR™** (with turf color) gives you total summer disease control in a single package. There's nothing to add except water! KROMA-CLOR has that "extra punch" to keep brown patch out of the picture all summer long—even during the hot, humid weather when it usually thrives.

**New ULTRA-CLOR™** gives you exactly the same total protection as KROMA-CLOR, except that ULTRA-CLOR doesn't contain turf color.

**KROMAD® plus CALO-CLOR®** is the program you've used successfully for years. Your regular weekly application of KROMAD provides broad-spectrum control. During severe brown patch weather, just add a little CALO-CLOR to your tank mix.

Each of these three programs gives you entire-season control of brown patch, dollar spot, copper spot, red thread and the leaf blights.

_Call your Mallinckrodt distributor today._
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*Mallinckrodt TURF PRODUCTS*

*MALLINCKRODT CHEMICAL WORKS*

*ST. LOUIS • NEW YORK • LOS ANGELES*
obvious effort. And, as is usual at most clubs, he will work with a social and entertainment member committee for future social events at the club.

Up at the ski lodge, Harry Lewis has hired Bud Woller, formerly with Silver Mine Lodge, as manager under Lee Blauner's supervision.

In the summer, the lodge will be used as a day camp for children of the members. There will be counselors to supervise the children and to take them down to the clubhouse for swimming during the "children's hour," at the pool. Otherwise, the pool will be for adult members only.

During the winter, the lodge will function as a ski lodge with an attractive cafeteria, ski shop and barroom. There will be two ski instructors, in attendance, Egon Zimmerman and Penny Patou.

The barroom at the lodge was formerly a chapel and right above the bar is a stained glass window which was originally the organ loft. This has been converted into the ladies' powder room. The barroom also has a huge walk-in fireplace with an intimate seating arrangement in front of it.

The chapel was originally connected to a house with a covered runway which sported another fireplace; Byzantine columns, and flagstone walk with three steps leading up to a stone fountain with three bronze ladies. This all has been kept intact and closed-in on one side with huge glass picture windows, and the steps, on the other side, lead into the newly constructed cafeteria and ski shop which all go to comprise the ski lodge.

The lodge will be heated with gas infra-red heating, which might be called "instant heat." This was installed in opposition to a new heating plant as it provides fast and efficient heat. An entire new heating plant would have required extensive and costly alterations, and a

---

THE FINEST GREENS
ARE PLANTED WITH Warren'S STOLONS

Perfect even texture and color are maintained with clean, pure-strain WARREN' STOLONS. Greens planted with seed do not hold their uniformity of color and texture as well as greens planted with stolons. They are apt to develop a "patchwork" look after a few years.

The cost of STOLONS over the cost of seed is insignificant compared to the overall cost of the establishment of a golf course. Why be satisfied with anything less than perfect greens only obtainable from pure-strain STOLONS.
Why are more and more golfers joining the swing to Golfcraft? Because they're hearing good things about Golfcraft's in-depth research. Things like the results Golfcraft is achieving with the world's only mechanical golfer. Or the care and precision Golfcraft lavishes on the production of its Continental line of clubs. Granted, you may pay a bit more for these luxurious woods and irons. But who ever said perfection comes cheap?
LOCH LEDGE  

continued from page 56

comparison study showed that this was not necessary.

To get to the slopes, which can accommodate from 800 to 1,500 skiers daily, you have to cross a rustic bridge over a spillway and pass the maintenance building, housing the machinery and compressors which operate the 200 h.p. and 350 h.p. snow makers. These will guarantee snow for the 2,000, 1,400 and 600 foot slopes comprising the ski area.

A two-chair permanent lift runs to the top of the major run which curves down and ends in the area which is the golf driving range in the summer.

To transport skiers and equipment between the lodge and clubhouse, the same trolley that conveyed golfers to the range in the summer will be running a continued basis.

When it came to constructing his golf course, Harry hired Nat Squire, Golf Course Architect, located in Hempstead, L.I., and together, they walked the area of the proposed course for one full week before a single hole was designed.

The result is an interesting, comfortable course of 6,040 yards (with a maximum of 6,500 yards) which includes 11 par fours, three par fives and four rather long par threes.

When asked why the par 3’s were designed to be so long (172-198-210 and 220 yards), the reply was that since the course was relatively short, the long par 3’s would add some interest and challenge to the course.

Mr. Squire used the grounds maintenance crew hired from the very beginning to build the course. These men, 11 to 14 in number, will maintain the course during the playing season, and will switch to the ski slopes during the winter months, thus assuring them 12 months’ work during the year.

Harry Lewis was quick to point out that continued on page 62
Now, there’s one sure way to stop chinch bugs—Stauffer ASPON® insecticide. It’s effective—initial kill generally 95% or more within the first 48 hours . . . even gets bugs that are resistant to other materials. Long lasting, too—often protects 60 to 90 days after application. And it’s easy to apply—just spray it on uniformly, using plenty of water.

This year, get the best chinch bug control. Get ASPON. Stauffer Chemical Company, Agricultural Chemical Division, 380 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10017.

STAUFFER CHEMICALS... at work everywhere

use Aspon INSECTICIDE

For more information circle number 146 on card
GOLFDOM's new, exclusive ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING reader service...

now makes possible faster, more to your requests for further info

A NEW GOLFDOM SERVICE FOR READERS
Beginning with this issue you will be able to get prompt, complete information from GOLFDOM advertisers by filling out the new, improved reader service card. Here's how it will help you: First, if you have an immediate need for the product, you can request a sales call; second, if you only want further information about